
Whilst school is closed we have planned a variety of homework tasks for your child 
to complete. The tasks are designed to be completed over several days, and we also 
expect all pupils to read daily, as well as use TT Rockstars and Spelling Shed. 

Task 1: 
Practice your spellings of your 
common exception words in your best 
handwriting. 
Remember: look, cover, write, check. 

Task 2:  
Play TT Rockstars to improve your 
recall of your multiplication facts. 



Oak National Academy is an online classroom and resource hub created by teachers that has been 

created in light of the current situation regarding schools..

The hub can be used to support  children with home learning and help them learn new skills that may 

not have been taught to date. They provide a high-quality plan of video lessons and learning resources 

that cover a range of subjects including maths, English, art and languages.

From home, you  can access all their resources to support home learning, The free video lessons are 

based around the National Curriculum and will be extremely beneficial to the children.

Every lesson is  free to use.

If you are able to access this platform, please use it as much as you can. The lessons are well planned 

and informative. Furthermore, there is no age limitations so children can access content from previous 

year groups or even challenge themselves with something from the year/s above.

Use this link to find out more     https://www.thenational.academy/

https://www.thenational.academy/


Task: Check that the shopkeeper has given you the correct change from 
£10. 





Rounding - 

Find your place then look next door,

Five or greater, Add one more!

The digits in front stay the same,

The digits behind, Zero’s the name.

Task: Round each number in the table below to the nearest 10, 100 and 
1000. 



Rounding can be useful to help us work out the rough cost of a shopping trip. Try 
rounding the following amounts to the nearest pound then add them up. Next, add 
up the real amounts - how close were the two totals?

£3.99 +  £4.60 + £10.99 + £2.10 = 

£2.99 + £8.99 + £3.49 + £12.80 = 

67p + £3.30 + £2.99 + 75p + £4.67 =



Positive Number - Positive numbers are more than zero.

Negative Number - Negative numbers are less than zero. 

6 - 12 =

5 - 10 =

7 - 15 =

16 - 17 =

11 - 20 =

1 - 7 =

6 - 11 =

19 - 30 =

Task: Complete the calculations below using the number line to help. 
Find your start number and count back in jumps to get the answer

-6 - 12 =

-5 - 10 =

-7 + 15 =

-16 + 17 =



Challenge

Without using a numberline, can you find the answer?

Start at 17 and count back 25? Start at 23 and count back 38?

Start at -12 and count forwards 32? Start at -18 and count forwards 56?















Formal and Informal Language

Formal language is used for more 
official and serious purposes. The 
correct grammar should always be 
used.

In informal situations and informal 
writing, a more relaxed casual and 
chatty style can be used. Slang 
words and abbreviations are more 
acceptable.



Hampton Vale Primary Academy
West Lake Avenue

Hampton Vale 
Peterborough 

PE7 8LS
Friday 8th May 2020

23 Your House Road
Hampton Vale
Peterborough
PE7 8HI

Dear Year Four Pupils,

It has been many weeks since we have looked upon you all. As a result, 
we are writing to inform you of some of the tasks and activities we have 
taken part in throughout your absence.  

We have been extremely busy while you have been away: creating home 
learning packs, writing reports and designing an exciting, yet informative 
curriculum. However, it has not all been school work. Mr Knightley has 
used his spare time to develop his fort building skills. Excitingly, Mrs 
Buckman has decorated her baby girl’s new bedroom! Both Mrs Polson 
and Miss Gallagher have relished in long walks with their dogs. 

Forlornly, we await your return. Walking through the deserted corridors and 
glancing inside the abandoned classrooms is causing our hearts to ache 
as we miss you considerably.

Therefore, we are requesting that you write a reply letter informing us of 
learning that has taken place and fun activities you have been involved in, 
while safely at home. We feel that this information will brighten our spirits 
and we greatly anticipate your response. 

Yours sincerely
Mrs Polson, Mrs Buckman, Miss Gallagher and Mr Knightley   
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Here is a 
PING grid to 
help you 
plan your 
letter.



Now you have planned your response, write your formal letter! A 
template is on the next page if needed. 
FOR SAFETY REASONS PLEASE DO NOT USE YOUR REAL 
ADDRESS!
Use the checklist to ensure you have included all the features of a 
formal letter. 

You do not have to, but if you would like to post your letter to your 
teacher, please send it to school. 

Hampton Vale Primary Academy
West Lake Avenue
Hampton Vale 
Peterborough
PE7 8LS

Do not forget to write on the envelope which teacher the letter is for. 



_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________

__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

__________________________,
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

_____________________
_____________________



Modal Verb- A modal verb is an auxiliary verb that expresses 
necessity or possibility.

Choose a modal verb to complete the sentences below.

Challenge- Write five of your own sentences and underline the modal 
verb you have used.



Parentheses- Parenthesis is an additional phrase 
marked by commas, brackets, or hyphens.







Rule 1 - If the root word does not change, just add ‘ous’. 

Root Word Suffix New Word

Danger + ous =

Poison + ous =

Mountain + ous =

Peril + ous =

Moment + ous =

Scandal + ous =

Hazard + ous =





Rule 2 - If the root word ends in ‘y’, change it to ‘i’ 

Rule 3 - If the root word ends in ‘our’, drop the ‘u’

Root Word Suffix New Word

Fury ous

Victory ous

Pity ous

Root Word Suffix New Word

Vigour ous

Glamour ous

Humour ous





Rule 4 - If the root word ends in ‘e’, drop the ‘e’ and add ‘ous’ 
unless the word ends in ‘ge’

Root Word Suffix New Word

Fame ous

Nerve ous

Ridicule ous

ous Adventurous

ous Courageous

ous Outrageous

Fame + ous

Famous

Advantage + ous

Advantageous





Rule 5 - Adding -ous when there is no definitive root word

Sort the below -ous words into words with a definitive root word 
(where the root word is a word on its own) and words with no 
definitive root word (where the root word is not a proper word).

Definitive root word -ous No definitive root word 
-ousObvious

Curious
Joyous
Hazardous
Gorgeous
Fabulous
Anxious
Scandalous





Is there a colour of ink that works best?
Does it depend how thick the layer of ink is?
Do solid shapes float better than stick figures or letters?
Can you pick up your floating shapes?
Does the temperature of the water make a difference?



Mars fact file

Named after the Roman God of war, Mars is the fourth planet from the 
sun in our solar system.

Mars is also known as the ‘Red Planet’ because, well, it’s red! This 
signature colour comes from the large amount of a chemical called iron 
oxide (or ‘rust’ as you might know it) in its rocks and soil.

Mars is the second smallest planet in the solar system after Mercury. 
With a diameter (distance through the middle) of 6,791 kilometres, it’s 
roughly half the size of Earth.

It can get pretty cold on Mars –– much colder than our own planet, 
since it’s further away from the sun. At the equator, temperatures can 
reach 20°C, but at its poles they can plummet to as low as -140°C. Brr!

Mars is home to the highest mountain in our solar system –– a 
volcano called Olympus Mons. Standing a whopping 24 kilometres high, 
it’s about three times the height of Mount Everest!

Task

Create your own geographical fact file about a planet of your choice.

You could include facts about the planets temperature, size, distance from 
other planets or the sun. Any geographical features such as mountains, 
craters or rivers.



1. Douze moins six égale
 

2. Trois multiplié par trois égale 

3. Douze divisé par deux égale

4. Cinq moins quatre égale

5. Neuf plus trois égale 

EXT: Create your own calculations 
and answer. 



A riddle is a type of poem that works like a puzzle. They describe something 
and sometimes use words with a double meaning.

Riddle Answer

I am tall when I’m young and I’m short when I’m 
old. What am I?

Where can you find cities, towns, shops and 
streets but no people?

What five letter word becomes shorter when you 
add two letters to it?

What is so fragile that saying its name breaks it?

What has a face and two hands but no arms or 
legs?

How many months have 28 days?

What is black and white and read all over?

What gets wetter as it dries?

Mary has four daughters, and each of her 
daughters has a brother - how many children 
does Mary have?

What has 88 keys but cannot open a single 
door?

Now try writing some of your own riddles!
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Skill: Within a variety of genres, emotive language is often used. A 
range of sentences can be used for this but one example of this is 
Emotion First sentences. 
Knowledge
When you state the emotion at the first this concludes how your feeling and the clause 
after the emotion  should inform and reinforce the emotion. 
For example
Suzie was feeling sad because she lost her favourite toy. 
Emotion first: Distraught, Suzie had lost her favourite toy. 

Activity

Below are some examples of sentences explaining why a character feels a certain way.,
Change them into Emotion First sentences. 

1. The boy was nervous because it was his first day at school.

________________________________________________

2. I am excited because my mum has told me I am going to Disneyland 
next year.. 

_________________________________________________

Emotion Synonyms:

For example:
Happy → Joyful and Good-humoured
Sad → Sorrowful and depressed, 
Scared → Frightened and Agitated.

Top Tip:

For strong emotive language 
think about the synonyms for 
the emotions using a 
thesaurus (thesaurus’s can be 
found online). .



Task - Diary

On the following pages you are to write a diary entry. This can be a day which 
has taken place recently or alternatively a day which has taken place in the 
past. It may be an event such as a holiday, christmas day morning or even your 
birthday. If you really want too you can base it on an event you have seen in a 
film or read in a book. Below you will find a checklist  of features which must 
be included. 

Checklist:

- Past tense 
- First person
- Date and time
- Events in chronological order
- Personal emotions and feelings
- Use paragraphs to organise 

my writing (including an 
introduction and conclusion)

- Informal style
- Time conjunctions and 

adverbials

Sentence types you might wish to 
include:

- Emotion First
- 2 pair sentences
- 2a sentence
- Relative clauses
- Embedded clauses
- Fronted adverbials

Punctuation you might wish to 
include:

- Brackets
- Semi-colon
- Dashes
- You must include capital 

letters and fill stops. 

Year 5 Statutory words:
Try to include at least 3 of the words:
Achieve, according, accommodate, excellent, opportunity, programme, 
necessary, persuade, recognise, disastrous, leisure, sacrifice and curiosity.



Introduction 5 W’S
Who? What? Where? When? Why?
This should speak about what has happened in the day 
overall, how do you feel about it? How would you 
summarise the day? 

Paragraph One This paragraph should focus on the first event which 
took place in the day. As the diary must be in 
chronological order this might be the start of the day 
such as a car journey to the place where the main event 
took place. In paragraph 1 and paragraph 2 think about 
the senses to describe such as touch, smell, hear, sight 
and feel. This will help with the emotive language. 

Paragraph Two This paragraph should sum up the main event, ensuring 
that the events are listed in chronological order. Emotive 
language should be used as to what happened and you 
can include features such as brackets and rhetorical 
questions to address the diary. For example: We finally 
arrived at the dusty, haunted house (I wondered whether 
I would get out of there alive). 

Conclusion As this paragraph should act as a concluding paragraph. 
You should describe how the day felt overall, what did 
you enjoy about the day? What will you do now? Will you 
do anything about it tomorrow?

Sign off. Ensuring you use informal language sign off. For 
example this could be… Catch you later or Speak soon. 
Remember this is an informal piece of writing so it does 
not require a formal sign off such as Yours Sincerely.



This page has been left blank to 
write your diary entries. 
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This page has been left blank to 
write your diary entries. 
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This is an example of a year 6 test.

Why not give it a go and see how you 
get on.

Don’t worry if you don’t understand, 
these things will be covered next year.





Rocks form in the Earth’s crust. Some people 
have a misconception that Rocks are always 
hard or heavy. This is not the case as Rocks 
vary considerably depending on the minerals 
they are made of and the process by which 
they are formed. 

The Earth is split into four layers. 
The layer on the inside is the 
called the Inner Core. It is the 
hottest part of the Earth and is 
made out of solid iron and nickel. 
The next layer is called the Outer 
Core, it is similar to the Inner 
Core as it is made out of iron and 
nickel however its state of 
matter is a liquid. Then, there is 

the thickest layer which is called the Mantle. The Mantle is made out of 
something called Magma. Magma is molten rock, which is melted rock in a 
liquid form. Then, on the final layer there is The Crust, similar to what you 
get on your toast as it’s on the outside. The crust is a solid layer that is on 
the outside. Sometimes, we get gaps on the crust of the Earth and when 
this happens some of the magma can escape through that gap and it can be 
form volcanoes. When Magma comes out of the Earth onto the surface we 
then call it Lava. When the Lava then cools it turns from a liquid to a solid 
and that is when it becomes Igneous rock. 



In the boxes above, draw and write full sentences on the process of how Igneous 
Rock is formed. 

Bonus Task: Create a demonstration of Igneous Rock with chocolate! 
(Adult needed for supervision). 

You will need:

- Metal Spoon
- 1 square of chocolate
- Ice cubes
- Taa light candle
- Matches
- Dish

Instructions:

1. Light the tea light candle with the 
matches (an adult will need to do this).

2. Break of a piece of chocolate from the 
chocolate slab (resist the urge to eat it!).

3. Place the chocolate on the metal spoon.
4. Hold the metal spoon over the candle so 

the candle can melt the chocolate. 
5. When the chocolate melts it represents 

the Magma. When it has all melted pour 
it onto the ice cube to demonstrate what 
happens when the magma cools. 

6. Give it a few seconds and see what has 
happened to the chocolate. 

EXT: Can you 
write a 
conclusion?



The Taj Mahal is an extravagant 
tomb complex built in 1632.
It is located on the south bank 
of the Yamuna River in Agra, 
India. 
In 2007, the Taj Mahal was 
named one of the seven wonders 
of the modern world

The central building is made of white marble mined from Northern India and inlaid with 28 
types of precious and semi precious jewels, such as jade from China, lapis lazuli from 
Afghanistan and sapphire from Sri Lanka. These glimmer when you shine a torch against 
them.The Taj Mahal took 12 years, 20,000 workers and 1,000 elephants to build. 

The Taj Mahal was commissioned by 
Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan to house the 
remains of his favourite wife Mumtaz 
Mahal. Mumtaz died while giving birth to 
the couple’s 14th child and Shah was so 
heartbroken he immediately began planning 
the most elaborate tomb he could make 
for her.

Shah Jahan announced plans for a second, black Taj Mahal to 
mirror the white one and house his remains when he died. As 
the first Taj Mahal had bankrupted his empire, the people 
revolted and he was arrested.Shah Jahan spent the rest of 
his life in Agra’s Red Fort in a cell that looked out to the Taj 
Mahal, the building that got him into so much trouble. When 
he died he was buried beside Mumtaz under the Taj Mahal.



Retrieval

● What colours are 
on India’s flag?

● What Continent is 
India in?

● What is India’s 
landscape like?

● What is the 
capital city of 
India

Talking Point - Discuss the questions
Then create a poster to show your thoughts.

s ans

Questions 
Use the knowledge page 
to answer.
1.Who commissioned the 
Taj Mahal?
2.What year was the Taj 
Mahal completed?
3.Who built the Taj 
Mahal?
4. What material is the 
Taj Mahal made from?

Create a painting, drawing or model 
of the Taj Mahal and email a 
picture to: mclements@hvp.org.uk
Your class teachers will decide the 
top 10 entries and they will be 
published for you to vote for your 
favourite in the next 2 weeks. 
Don't forget to clearly name 
your picture. Entries must be in 
by 25th May 

mailto:mclements@hvp.org.uk


You can use this 
page to create 
your poster or 
design your own



You can ue this page to create your 
competition entry or design your 
own



Use the websites below to research Hinduism. 
Record any useful information that you find. 
Make sure that you are looking out for: their 
place of worship, their key beliefs, the God/Gods 
that they worship and any traditions or holidays 
that they celebrate. Also write down any fun 
facts if you find any! You will need to keep this 
information for next week’s writing task.

http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/religi
on/hinduism.htm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zh86n39
/articles/zmpp92p
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zh86n39
/resources/1
https://www.theschoolrun.com/homework-help
/hinduism
https://kids.kiddle.co/Hinduism

http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/religion/hinduism.htm
http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/religion/hinduism.htm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zh86n39/articles/zmpp92p
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zh86n39/articles/zmpp92p
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zh86n39/resources/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zh86n39/resources/1
https://www.theschoolrun.com/homework-help/hinduism
https://www.theschoolrun.com/homework-help/hinduism
https://kids.kiddle.co/Hinduism


A riddle is a type of poem that works like a puzzle. They describe something 
and sometimes use words with a double meaning.

Riddle Answer

I am tall when I’m young and I’m short when I’m 
old. What am I?

Where can you find cities, towns, shops and 
streets but no people?

What five letter word becomes shorter when you 
add two letters to it?

What is so fragile that saying its name breaks it?

What has a face and two hands but no arms or 
legs?

How many months have 28 days?

What is black and white and read all over?

What gets wetter as it dries?

Mary has four daughters, and each of her 
daughters has a brother - how many children 
does Mary have?

What has 88 keys but cannot open a single 
door?

Now try writing some of your own riddles!


